According to high development of digital technologies, image processing is more and more import in various fields, such as robot navigator, images classifier. Current image processing model still need large amount of training data to tune processing model and can't process large images effectively. The recognition successful rate was still not very satisfied. Therefore, this paper researched saliency prior based image processing model, present the Gaussian mixture process and design the feature point based classifier, and then evaluate the model by supervised learning process. Finally, a set of experiments were designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of this paper designed saliency prior based image processing model. The result shows the model works well with a better performance in accurate classification and lower time consumption. Index Terms-Image Processing; Saliency Prior; Gaussian Mixture.
INTRODUCTION
Recognition based on computer vision is based on the theory of learning and discrimination classified and judge images and video captured by cameras. The classic computer vision is divided into three levels: Underlying visual, Middle vision, High visual. The so-called underlying vision refers to research about the input image of the local metric information (Edge, Surface), such as image SIFT descriptors, contour detection of Sober; middle-visual including object segmentation, target tracking and so on; senior visual tend to means that rebuilding the underlying vision and middle visual information gradually, integrated into the decisionmaking process by ever-increasing complexity. With the improvement of computer processing large-scale data, the related technologies at all levels of computer vision has been more widely used in the areas of industrial production, security monitoring and others. Among these, high visual closest intelligence requirements and has a more promising practical and theoretical significance.
The perception of visual mainly in the identification of objects and scenes. Scene mentioned here referred to a real-world environment composition by a variety of objects and their background in a meaningful way. Scene recognition is to study the expression of the scene. The definition of scenario corresponds to objects and textures. When the observer distance concerned target from 1 to 2 meter, the image content is "object", and when there is a larger space between the observer and the fixed point (Usually larger than 5 m),we began to say scenes rather than field of view. That is to say, most of the object is a hand distance but scenes usually means where we can move in this space. The research on scene recognition is similar to object classification and recognition research. The scene is unlike objects, object is often tight and works on it; but the scenario is extended in space and function it.
However, visual recognition faces enormous challenges on range of applications and processing efficiency, illumination, covering, scale, changes within the class and other problems all affect the visual perception technology widely applications in practical technology and life.
Throughout the theory and practice about the object and scene recognition from a decade, basic framework revolves around two core content: image expression and classifier design. Since the essentially of image is a twodimensional matrix or a high-dimensional vector, the number of original pixels is so huge that encounter enormous difficulties in handling data even the ability of current computer enhanced, meanwhile the original pixel contains a large number of invalid information, so the purpose of image expressing is obtaining lowdimensional image vector expression with strong judgment. The most classic image representation model is Bag-of-features model or named codebook model, this model is encode local descriptors of the image, quantified the training samples, projection obtained, the principle of this model is simple and easy to achieve, gained better results in the scene and object recognition these years. Commonly used classification comprises generative model and discrimination model, LiFeiFei of Stanford University practiced LDA technology appearing in the text semantic into the visual field, achieving the selfclassification of objects, non-supervised learning has been one of the most famous applications in the field of computer vision, as discrimination model has used tag information in the training process, so it always obtain better classification results than the generative model, in this chapter, we introduced the most important background knowledge and theory in object and scene recognition field.
As mentioned above, underlying visual information such as edge, surface, detail and other information play an important role in the identification, the description based on the local structure is the underlying sub-visual content, and it's the most commonly used image description method in senior visual. In this section, we will respectively introducing classic descriptors: SIFT and give a short brief about SURF, DAISY and others. Before SIFT description, Gaussian distribution and directed acyclic graph first. Figure 1 shows the diagram of image processing Gaussian function.
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Gaussian Gaussian Figure 1 . Key deduction function in image processing of Gaussian model A long time ago, people had made use of directed acyclic graph (DAG) to represent causal relationships between events. Geneticists Sewall Wright proposed a graphical approach indicates causal path analysis which is called path analysi; later it became a fixed causal model representation for the economics, sociology, and psychology. Good once used a directed acyclic graph to represent a causal relationship which is composed by Distributed cause binary variables. Influence diagrams represents another application for the decision analysis and the development of directed acyclic, they include the event nodes and decision nodes. In these applications, the main role of directed acyclic graph is to provide a description of a probability function effectively. Once the network configuration is complete, all subsequent calculations are all completed through operating probabilistic expression symbols. Pearl began to notice DAG the structure can be used as a structure of method of calculating method, and it can be used as a cognitive behavioral model. He updated concept of distributed program by a tree network, purpose is modeling for reading comprehension distributed processing and combining the reason of Top-down and bottom-up to form a consistent explanation. This dual reasoning model is the core of update Bayesian network model and also the central idea of Bayesian.
SIFT which is Scale Invariant Feature Transform, was proposed by David Lowe in1999 and further improved in 2004, to detecting and describing the algorithms of the local feature. Descriptor SIFT looking local extreme value among adjacent scales by DOG(Difference-of-Gauss) in scale space determine the salient points position and scale in the image, then extracting region gradient histogram in the finding significant point to obtain the final SLFT local descriptors. This method has the following features:
1) With a strong rotation, scale, brightness, etc. invariance and better overcome the viewpoint changes, affine transformation, noise;
2) Good discrimination description big difference in different local area after quantification, can be matched quickly and accurately;
3) Producing SIFT sufficient feature vector by adjusting the parameters; 4) Fast and optimization SIFT matching algorithm can even achieved real-time requirements; 5) Scalability can be very convenient joint with other forms of feature vectors. Because of the characteristics of SIFT local features and descriptor, it has become a typical and a standard meaning descriptor in the session of computer vision as showed in figure 2 . It has been widely applied in the field of object recognition, robot path planning and navigation, behavior recognition, video target tracking and so on. In this study, by description SIFT descriptors as the basic contrast characterization; make the test results better descriptive and comparative.
LiFeiFei proposed a generation model based on LDA, and applied this model into scene classification tasks. This model does not require labeling of image, it can greatly improve the classification efficiency. Framework is based codebook model, obtaining the distribution of code word and scene theme through unsupervised training. This method is getting from improving LDA proposed by Dabbled. Got probability distribution of the local area and the intermediate subjects through an automatic learning approach, training set do not need to label anything other than the category labels. Explain model structure in plain language, after selected the class of the image, if known the category is mountains, we can obtain the probability vector, this vector pointed out each block image may have a certain intermediate subjects. In order to obtain an image subblock, firstly you should define a particular subject topic in all mixing. For example, if you choose "Rock" as your subject, the associated code word about rock will appear more frequencies (slanted line). So, after selected a more inclined to the horizontal edge topics, selected a possible code word of a horizontal partition. The process of repeating select a theme and code words ultimately generate an image of the scene patch which is created a complete range of mountains. Chart is a graphical illustration of this generation model. This model is called the topic model as showed in figure 4. As previously mentioned, image recognition which based on the classic machine learning theory is divided into two parts: Feature description and Characteristic judgment. This framework also applies to video object recognition self-organization. However, video object has its own unique and challenging:
Target characteristic in Video is often experienced long-term and gradual process therefore its characteristics go through this process of change inevitably. This requires the analysis about the effectiveness of the features must be a progressive process
The target in video is often appeared accompanied by scenes, that is the target and the background has a strong correlation. How to take advantage of this correlation, improve recognition performance, is one of the challenges.
As figure 5 shows, conventional saliency processing model mainly consisted of two steps, which also can't handle current challenges.
Step one is log the spectrum and then smooth the logged spectrum or do spectral residual, finally, a saliency image would showed as the last two images shows.
Current research indicates that there is no evidence shown human pattern recognition algorithm is advantageous than standard machine learning algorithms, and human beings not too dependent on the amount of training data. Therefore the key effect of the human cognitive accuracy may lie in the choice of characteristics. In fact, relative to the learning methods of discrimination characteristics, feature description plays a more important role in the performance of the object recognition. For this reason research focused on how to effectively description target features in the video. On the one hand, the gradient of target characteristics requires establish an online evaluation mechanisms for target feature, Specific features may only valid in a specific period of time, on the other hand, the relevance of the objectives and the scene, can achieved by mixing characterized of the global scene and the local features of the target.
Log spectrum
Smoothed log spectrum Spectral residual Figure 5 . Saliency image processing model
II. SALIENCY PRIOR BASED IMAGE PROCESSING MODEL

A. Feature Point Selection
One aim of study is to analysis the effectiveness of different object characteristics in the course of recursive cognitive. This study analyzes the soundness and change in effectiveness of the target object characteristic in spatial scale and practice in the process of people's perception to the object, simulation the intensity changes of the clustering characteristics in local descriptors to the characteristic changes of target object which is perceived by the human eye, and continue to screening on the target object features, obtained robust through dimension reduction and the increasing characteristics.
In the field of computer vision can achieved the analog of statistical characteristics of the object through a number of local descriptions. Compared to the overall description of the image this method has a better robustness and adaptability; the single local descriptor is only characteristics collection in a small area around the point of interesting, local structure can't express the general characteristics of the target object.
First, extracting descriptor by the samples of poly library, secondly clustering and generates several code word, and then, extract features description of the test sample and the training sample in the same way and projected onto the code word. Treat each code word as a channel, in this way we can get the result of each channel changes by the characterized projected in the timeline, get distribution curve of feature projection on each channel.
Experiments under the framework of the information entropy and mutual information criterion, two different but related ways, reduce the dimension of the feature channel. Finally, analyze the effects of dimensionality reduction based on the code book and support vector 296 JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2014 machine identification system, to achieve robustness and effectiveness of the characterized channel. In this report, firstly, establish the word bags express of the image, then information entropy and mutual information from the perspective of the characteristics of the cognitive process of analysis is divided into recursion, then divided the feature recursive cognitive process analysis into robustness analysis and impact analysis on decisionmaking in the perspective of information entropy and mutual information, illustrate the dimension reduction of the characteristics channel from the implementation of the next two-step. At the pre-processing stage of the target image, this study uses the codebook to express image (Bag-of-Features). This article was extracted features from the test library, training library, clustering library, and clustering generated codeword of M, getting the projection on code word from the test library image and clustering library sample, Bag-of-Features for object recognition and classification are divided into the following steps:
Extracted Local feature of image, common local features include: SIFT, SURF, DAISY, Opponent-SIFT, texture feature and so on.
Study the visual vocabulary. The learning process achieved mainly through the clustering algorithm, the cluster center from classical K-means and improved methods K-means++ is the code word, the collection of code word is called codebook.
Quantified, projected the Local features of the training samples onto code word obtained code word frequency each image can be expressed by histogram which is composed from the code word.
Image classification and identification. After the Bagof-Features, learning a discrimination to distinguish different types of goals. Commonly used classification Includes: Neighbor classifier, Neighbor K classifier, Linear classifier, SVM, Nonlinear SVM
B. Gaussian Mixture Model
Gaussian Mixture Model, this is linear combinations of A plurality of single-Gaussian distribution, is the promotion of Single Gaussian probability density function. GMM can be smoothly approximate the probability density distribution of any shape. Therefore, it is often used in background modeling and speech recognition in recent years, and achieved good results.
In this research, using Gaussian mixture model distribution fitting projection vector of a series of video frames in the same dimension data. The resulting of Gaussian mixture model can show the distribution of projection vectors in the dimension of the subject more precisely. Furthermore, by calculating the projection vector sequences from the training and projection vector sequences from the testing, obtaining symmetry KL divergence from the two corresponding fitted distribution in same dimensional data, can determine the validity of dimensional data where the performance of the object characteristics, and exclude a certain lower validity dimensional, which can make no damage or even improve the ability to correctly identify the target to system while reducing the amount of data processing.
For the single sample 1 x in the observational data sets
The density function of Gaussian mixture distribution is:
In this Formula, k w is Mixing coefficient, regarded as the weight of each Gaussian distribution component:
 represents the component of a Gaussian distribution mean and variance in k. Generally use maximum likelihood estimation method to determine the parameters of the model:
For a Gaussian mixture model, it is not feasible to seeking its maximum value by directly the partial derivative. And then consult online EM for estimating Gaussian mixture model parameter. The related formula of the algorithm as following:
Getting a feature vector with higher dimensional after clustering and characterization targets. To ensure the correctness results of the matching, we should screen out the dimension which represents the target information stably, and removing unstable dimension. Analysis from the timeline seeking the probability density function through the distribution of each dimension, choosing a distribution is more stable dimension.
Distance K-L is a degree to measure the similarity between distribution   k pp  and the known distribution
Only when the two distributions are identical until the distance K-L is equal to 0.Distance K-L is not symmetric about p and q. Generally, the distribution from p to q is not equal to the distribution from q to p. the value of K-L distance is lager with the difference of the two distributions. The details are showed in tablet 1.
We use K-L distance to calculate the similarity of the two mixed Gaussian distribution. After description the feature of the measured image, fit the data for each dimension of each feature, Get mixture Gaussian model at each dimension, and calculate the K-L distance to the corresponding dimension of the library. Select a certain number dimensions which is close proximity to K-L distance, achieved the purpose of reducing the feature JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2014 297 dimension, improving stability of characterization, improving matching accuracy. In the course of this research, we found the characteristics for the same channel; Chart is the values for fitted distribution of three Gaussian mixture models in a certain dimension, wherein the 2.3 dimension is initial value. But the eventually weight is 0. By comparing the characteristics of all the dimensions, concluded that, the fitting is subject to a single Gaussian distribution whether for the test sample statistics or the training sample statistics.
The projection value after normalizing the same dimension, is also subject to a single Gaussian distribution, this is also confirmed the correctness of the conclusions from the side.
C. Evaluation Model Design
The effectiveness of characteristic in cognitive process: the validity on object class descript as below:
Showing by the previous evidence, the effectiveness of feature performed on the categories is the size of on the mutual information with the category labels. As the complexity of the conditional probability, design the following experiment to simulate:
1. Estimated the training sample distribution between each channel through Gaussian mixture models 2. Estimated the test sample frames image distribution for each channel by Gaussian mixture models 3. Seeking the KL divergence according the distribution between training and testing samples, comparing the divergence value with a predetermined threshold specified T, we define channel with no performance or smaller effect to target as characteristic channel which value is greater than the threshold.
This process can be expressed as follows flowchart. As is shown in the flowchart, in the second process of dimension reduction, respectively fitting the training and test sets with Gaussian mixture model, then gather the KL distance of each dimensions to a scatter plot. From the figure, for the first one hundred dimensional SIFT feature, the distance between two distributions is so small. A greater part of distributions from the texture and color histogram is far away the outliers. This is mainly due to relatively large difference between the image scale in the training and testing database, caused by lacking scale invariance of color histogram.
Likewise, described by the former, they are independent between the channels and features, so we can compare the KL distances between the distributions through threshold value T2. The channel greater than the T2 threshold value is considered to be bad characterize category information, and the channel smaller than the T2 threshold value is considered to be good characterize category information, contribute to separate the different types of objects in characteristics.
Through the feature extraction, get the most effective feature to category determining, achieve an effective result in dimensionality reduction, reducing the complexity of the following model parameter estimation. Classification decision refers to using statistical methods classified these identified objects as a category. Basic approach is set a judgment rules based on the training sample, lower the identified objects error recognition rate and loss caused by this rules, the decision rule of Bayesian network pattern recognition model is Bayesian network classifier, it's obtained by learning the structure and parameters of Bayesian networks. Parameters usually determined by the structural and data sets, therefore Bayesian network structure learning is the core of Bayesian network learning.
In this research, simulate the human eye perceives objects recursive process through targeted campaign on the scale space, analysis the robustness of characterized and effectiveness of objects cognition through the angle of minimum information entropy and maximum mutual information. Design a experiment, modeling on the sample according Gaussian mixture model and crossentropy, present feature evaluation criteria to both cases. Through the on-line self-organization recognition experiments, we can verify dimensionality reduction method is effective.
D. Supervised Learning Process
In order to generate high-quality code word, in the clustering process using intersection kernel metrics Kmeans method based on histogram. This is mainly because HIK is able to effectively calculate the number of points falling into the same collection at a given level; and In the process of visual perception, the local descriptors such as SIFT and DAISY are based on the description of the histogram; in the process of comparing the similarity of two local descriptor, using histogram intersection is more appropriate than classical Euclidean distance. Initial center can be obtained by K-MEANS ++ method, each local feature assigned to the corresponding center, according to the following equation:
h is a arbitrary partial description, i m is the current cluster centers, using histogram intersection kernel, when calculating the similarity between the local features and the current cluster center, the first item at this point does not affect the results, the second term needs to be calculated for different feature, each time a new element added, the amount of calculate mainly spent in the last one. It is critical to select the appropriate classification for specific issues. Linear support vector machine get good results in the visual field for its efficient and high accuracy. In actually, Pyramid GIST description can be seen as image histogram description at multi-scale and multi-up and the codebook model is can be viewed as a histogram of the frequency for local significant structure, Euclidean distance is not the best metrics to describing the similarity of two descriptors from this point.
As previously mentioned, histogram intersection core is better than the Euclidean distance in histogram metrics, it can be predicted that in the field of visual cognition using histogram intersection kernel support vector machines can achieve better results under this framework.
Given 
The framework for this topic, as mentioned previously, codebook model and Pyramid global are all based essentially on the expression of the histogram. Therefore under this case, use the histogram intersection nuclear may better express the similarity between the two characterizes. However, histogram intersection kernel is non-linear kernel, requiring more memory and computing time than the linear kernel. Maji and some others have researched this problem, decomposing formula in a similar manner, accelerating the calculation, ultimately required   On time complexity and memory. In the experiment, using a modified LIBSVM to achieve multiclass distinguish.
III. EXPERIMENT AND VALIDATION
A. Experiment Environment
In the test, according the experiments framework set by Quattoni, testing on a standards outdoor image database. For each category, select eighty images used for training, twenty pictures for testing, for the convenience and standardize, we directly use the name of the file they offer, so, in this experiment, we used the same experimental data with Quattoni. In order to train one to many classifiers, sampling N positive samples and sampling 3N negative samples in the same. Create threetier expression in accordance with the previously described pyramid image, each layer using the Gabor filter processing at three scales and eight directions, tandem all images to obtaining the expression vector in the end, totally 24192 dimensional vector. In order to obtain description of the partial salient region, we extracted dense SIFT descriptors at the respective three pyramid images, then projected on the 500 cluster centers, tandem the frequency of all the blocks descriptors similarly, so in codebook model, each image marked by a 10500 dimensional vector. Finally, as tablet 2 shows, tandem the two described to get the latest image compositing expression. In the determination phase, training in the histogram intersection kernel support vector machine. In this model, the image is modeled as a collection of a series of local block, these regions are a part of the "subject", each block is expressed by the code book, and through training can be obtained scenes themes of each class and code word distribution. For the test samples, identify the code word firstly, and then finding class model which is the best matching code word distribution.
B. Test Results
Chart is the result of comparing the present method to the other reference. Repeated experimental results of Quattoni, include GIST of core RBF, Quattoni prototype representation and space pyramid matching of Lazebnik. In the experiment, take two layers of Pyramid, the size of the dictionary is 400, primitive image is 50, matching the two sides by histogram intersection kernel; in this paper, support vector machine approach based on hybrid expression and histogram intersection kernel (selected the Number of code words are200 and 500). It is obviously that, the proposed method achieved the best results, reached an accuracy rate of 40%. Even pure pyramid GIST histogram intersection SVM method get to 30%, this has exceeded 4% to the highest accuracy rate of Quattoni. Finally, this method outstrips about 4 percentage points beyond the spatial pyramid matching of Lazebnik. From the figure, it has shown that, using more code word can significantly improve the accuracy. Figure 9 . Recognition result of same hybrid with different kernel of SVM Figure 9 is using pyramid GIST express different kernel support vector machine comparison and verification: selected 50 pictures in each category randomly, select another 20 images for testing, image expressed by the GIST pyramid. It is shown in the simplified framework, the results of histogram cross core easily goes beyond others'. It is noteworthy that, better performance in the usual kernel support vector machine RBF was particularly bad in here, this may be due to this metric is not applicable to express the characterization of GIST based on histogram.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this part, proposed a mixing expression of images, to test the effectiveness of hybrid expression, extend the goal to indoor scene. In fact, the essential of general object recognition and indoor scenes are the same, but the interior scenes with greater within-class variance and the similarity between classes. So much classical identification of objects, scene understanding methods have shown its weaknesses in processing the indoor scenes. Inspired by the Devi Parikh study, focused the first step of the design on the discrimination significance of image expression, considered from the overall expression of the image and local significant structures, by the further excavation from the relationship between the area of the overall expression and considering a more suitable histogram intersection distance in the classic codebook model, finally, got mixed image expression after the series. After acquiring an image expression, getting ultra-face of distinguish different types point in high-dimensional space through the training. This moment, compare the similarity between the image expression has become one of the key issues, using the histogram intersection kernel support vector machines, through the experimental comparison, found that the recognition rate under this framework enhance the accuracy of Kurdish in a large extent.
